
The NEW GENERATION OF MAINTeNANCe PRODUCTS,
a world of solutions to specifically address your maintenance needs
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A FULL RANGE OF MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS,
Built around the new generation parts washers

BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASheRS CLeAN 
yOUR PARTS WIThOUT ANy SOLvENT By 
ReSPeCTING The USeR’S heALTh AND 
The eNvIRONMeNT.

the biological parts washer works with the 
principle of natural regeneration which use 
microorganisms to simply transform pollutants 
into food and energy sources.
this process ensures a cost effective degreasing 
solution.

OpERATOR’S hEALTh
solvent free.
optimal hygiene and safety conditions.

SAvINGS
Consumable cost control.
Microorganisms constantly regenerate the 
bath: no frequent bath draining.

ENvIRONMENT
Minimize waste and protect the environment.

BIOLOGICAL pERFORMANCE NEW BIOLOGICAL pARTS WAShERS

CLEANING SOLUTION  & CONCENTRATE OF MICROORGANISMS 

BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASheR OWASheR 
700091 & 700091XS

the parts washer keeps the bath warm at 38°C, it 
is equipped with several cleaning options (brush, 
soaking), with a stainless steel filtration system and 
oxygenation system.
Microorganisms constantly regenerate the bath: no 
frequent bath draining and you minimize the waste 
disposal costs.

CLeANING SOLUTION ORANeT F AND TABLeTS ORAZyM

oranet F is an aqueous based solution composed of specific surfactants, 
which are non-toxic and non-flammable.
oraZYM tablets are a concentrate of microorganisms which continuously 
purify the cleaning bath.

PRONATUR eNGINeeRING 
LUBRICANT
high performance lubricant fortified 
with ptFe to improve lubrication, wear 
resistance and load carrying capability. 
does not attract dust or dirt.

WR+ 805

get rid of humidity by repelling water 
on metal and eliminate short circuits. 
protects, leave an anti-corrosion film. 
Cleans and penetrates itself under dirt. 

CT 14 602

Multipurpose grease ep2 for bearings 
and mechanisms submitted to heavy 
loads in dusty environment.

NUTLOCK 103
Medium strength threadlocker 
designed to lock and seal threaded 
components and resist loosening by 
vibration. Can be dismantled with 
standard tooling.

pREMIUM LUBRICANT WITh pTFE MULTI-pURpOSE DE-SEIZER

LIThIUM-BASED GREASE ANAEROBIC ADhESIvE
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